Whitney Port Shares Honeymoon
Pics Post-Celebrity Wedding
By Abbi Comphel
Celebrity couple Whitney Port and Tim Rosenman enjoyed a
special honeymoon together. According to UsMagazine.com, after
their celebrity wedding the two headed over to Fiji to enjoy
more time together. Port shared pictures on Instagram of
herself and her new husband on their celebrity honeymoon. The
two are so happy together, and we are happy for them!

Whitney is capturing memories after
her celebrity wedding! What are
some
unique
ways
to
capture
memories with your significant
other?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being newlyweds can be extremely exciting! As a couple who is
head over heels in love you want to be sure to capture every
moment together. Cupid has some advice on the best way to
capture memories together:
1. Photo shoot: Find a photographer and have he or she do a
photo shoot of the two of you. You can go to the beach, the
middle of a field or a beautiful park. After the pictures are
done, you can hang some of them in your home.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Jamie Chung and Bryan
Greenberg Tie the Knot

2. Polaroid camera: Buy yourself a polaroid camera. They are
such a fun way to take cute up close pictures. And you can
have the picture in an instant! You can take tons of pictures
like this and make a collage of them.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Phillip Phillips Marries
Longtime Girlfriend Hannah Blackwell
3. Disposable camera: Another cute way to have fun with
creating memories is to buy yourself a disposable camera. The
best part about this kind of camera is you won’t know what the
pictures will look like until you develop the film. It leaves
a surprise and will make it much more exciting.
What do you think are the best ways to capture memories with
your significant other? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Whitney Port
Celebrates Luxe Bachelorette
Party in Mexico
By Kyanah Murphy
What do you do when you’re about to get married? Party it up
in Mexico of course! The latest in celebrity news, according
to UsMagazine.com, is that Whitney Port hit up Mexico in style
for her bachelorette party with her closest friends to
celebrate her celebrity engagement. Hanging out in the sun
on the beach in Cabo San Lucas, Port shared her luxurious all
girls getaway with plenty of pictures on social media. Next
stop: down the aisle to Tim Rosenman as the latest celebrity

couple to tie the knot!

This celebrity news showcases the
rich and famous. What are some ways
to make your bachelorette party
memorable on a budget?
Cupid’s Advice:
With this happy celebrity news, you may be wondering about how
to make your own bachelorette party memorable, especially if
you are on a budget. Cupid has some tips to help you make sure
your night is one you’ll never forget:
1. Create your own decorations and goodies: Nothing is
personal and thoughtful than when you create something
your own two hands. Consider awesome awesomely cute
decorations and goodies to give a personal touch to
bachelorette party.

more
with
DIY
the

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Bridget Marquardt and Nick
Carpenter Are Engaged
2. Consider having the party at home: Not only is it a safe
idea, but it’s also a cozy idea as well! In your own home,
anything goes and you don’t have to worry about anybody you
don’t want intruding on the festivities.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Celebrity Engagement:
Find Out the Details!
3. Keep the bride in mind: The celebration is about the brideto-be so make sure everything is chosen and prepared with the
bride in mind! Plan around her and what she wants and remember
to keep it classy (unless she wants otherwise).
Have you had a memorable bachelorette party? Share how your

stories or ideas below.

Behind-the-Scenes Guys
Became the Leading Man

Who

By Melissa Caballero
It’s very common and predictable when co-stars and celebrities
start dating each other. They meet on the set of their new hit
films and attend the same award ceremonies. They surround each
other on a regular basis so why wouldn’t they find another who
they are interested in? I mean, who else are they going to
meet and date? Then you hear news like the fact that Natalie
Portman was engaged and pregnant, and you think, “But with
who? How could that be?” Well, it turns out you don’t have to
be an A-lister to date one.
Here are five of your favorite female celebrities who found
love with behind-the-scenes guys:
1. Natalie Portman and Benjamin Millepied: Portman and
Millepied met during the filming of the Black Swan.
Sure
enough, Millepied served as choreographer for the film and was
blown away by Natalie’s talent and grace on the dance floor.
Millipied is a principal dancer in the NYC ballet and is now
this ballerina’s Cavalier.
Related Link: Natalie Portman and Benjamin Millepied Get
Married
2. Jennifer Lopez and Casper Smart: After working together for

some time, their professional dancing relationship turned a
bit more personal. Lopez and Smart connected only a short time
after her split with Marc Anthony, but they seem to be getting
along better than ever. It is obvious that there’s a lot of
love and attraction between the two — and boy does she deserve
it!
Related Link: 5 Reasons Why Opposites Attract
3. Julia Roberts and Danny Moder: Roberts met Moder while
filming the movie, The Mexican in 2001 — he was the
cameraman! While he may not have been her leading man in the
film, Roberts said after meeting him that she was “born to
love and be the wife of this man.” Ten years later, this
notion still proves true and they have three beautiful
children together.
4. Whitney Port and Tim Rosenman.

We first met Whitney on The

Hills, where she worked side-by-side with Lauren Conrad in the
fashion bizz, and then we followed her to the Big Apple where
she starred in her own reality show, The City. Whitney then
announced that she was dating The City’s Associate Producer,
Tim Rosenman. While the show is no longer on the air, it was a
still a success for Port’s love life.
5. Kandi Burruss and Todd Tucker: We heard of the news that
Real Housewives’ of Atlanta star Kandi Burruss was dating one
of the show’s cameramen during last year’s reunion show, and
it was all thanks to her cast-mate Phaedra Parks for
encouraging him to pursue Kandi. I guess Phaedra knew best,
because rumor has it that the two have secretly engaged.
What are some other behind-the-scenes guys who found love with
an A-list sweetheart? Share your comments below.

New
York
Fashion
Week:
Whitney Port Steps Out in
Style for Nine West
New York’s Fashion Week kicked off in typical style with
the unveiling of a brand new footwear retail entity. Nine West
hosted an event at the opening of the first Nine West Vintage
America Collection concept shop – a culmination of Nine West’s
collaboration with Kate Ciepluch. It features a collection of
American-inspired modern footwear and accessories. Whether
you’re single or have a significant other, it looks like you
have new options for those nights out on the town.
To celebrate the new store, Nine West’s Brand Ambassador of
Culture and Noise, Kelly Cutrone, TV personality
and fashion consultant to Whitney Eve, Whitney Port and the
new America’s Next Top Model judge, Katy Perry stylist Johnny
Wujek all made special appearances for Fashion’s Night Out. In
addition to opening the new store, Nine West took the spirit
of vintage out onto the streets of SoHo and partnered with
mobile accessories boutique The Styleliner. They featured
curated vignettes of Styleliner exclusives and Vintage America
product. If you ladies were having a hard time looking for a
new pair of shoes for that upcoming date, you may be in luck.
To celebrate the evening, guests enjoyed cocktails, beverages
provided by Arizona Iced Tea, and experienced a piece of
Kate’s American road trip as they snacked on treats by Tiny
Pies of Austin, TX. The store featured an interactive social
photo booth, opportunities to win tickets to Coachella 2013,
an experience with Kate Ciepluch, and more.
The newly
launched collection will be available exclusively at the Nine
West Vintage America Collection SoHo store, as well as online

at Vintage America Collection. We’re not even 24 hours into
Fashion Week and Nine West is already helping you get a leg up
on looking great for that potential Prince Charming.

Whitney Port and Ben Nemtin
Split
Another Hollywood romance goes down in history! It’s been
officially confirmed that Whitney Port has spilt from Buried
Life star, Ben Nemtin. According to UsMagazine.com, the 26year-old reality star and designer made the announcement
quietly in NYC on Saturday. When reporters asked about former
flame, Ben Nemtin, The City star simply pronounced, “I don’t
have a boyfriend.” In spite of the split, Port was all smiles
and seems to be enjoying focusing on herself and her career.
What are some quiet ways to announce your breakup to friends
and family?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is always acceptable to be private about your breakups.
Here are some great ways to do so:
1. Wait to be asked: One quiet way to announce a breakup is
not to make a point to do it. However, if someone were to ask
about your previous other half, it’s time to spill the beans.
2. Change your relationship status on Facebook: It’s not
appropriate to announce a breakup through a Facebook status
update or a tweet. That said, changing your relationship

status is not only something you would automatically do anyway
after a breakup, but it’s also a smart way to announce that
you’re single.
3. Tell only a few close friends: Announcing that your
relationship has ended doesn’t have to be a huge
announcement.
If you tell only a few people, everyone is
bound to find out eventually.
What do you think is the best way to announce a breakup? Share
your thoughts below.

